MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO: 2018-09-13-028

TO: NATIONAL OFFICERS & BOARD OF GOVERNORS
ALL PRESIDENTS OF:
COMPONENT SOCIETIES
SPECIALTY DIVISIONS
SPECIALTY SOCIETIES
AFFILIATE SOCIETIES
FORMER PMA PRESIDENTS

DATE: SEPTEMBER 13, 2018
SUBJECT: RESCHEDULED FOUNDATION DAY DUE TO TYPHOON OMPONG

Greetings from the Philippine Medical Association!

We regret to inform you that due to the anticipated super typhoon OMPONG, which is expected to hit Luzon this coming weekend, we deemed it prudent and proper to postpone our PMA 115th Foundation Day this Saturday, Sept. 15, 2018, for the safety of the governors, component society officers, members, guests, and staff, especially those coming from possibly typhoon-affected areas.

We have rescheduled our Foundation Day Celebration on September 21, 2018, Friday, at the PMA Auditorium: 4:00pm will be the start of registration; to be followed by mass at 5:00pm; then the dinner and program proper afterwards.

We thank you for your kind understanding and patience however inconvenient the situation may have been to some of you; but our officers do not want to put the safety of everyone at risk, as we were given several advisories by diverse national and local weather authorities.
Again, our sincerest apologies for this inconvenience. Let's pray that we will all be spared from another destructive typhoon. Stay safe, everyone!

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

BENJAMIN M. ALABAN, MD
Secretary General

Noted by:

[Signature]

JOSE P. SANTIAGO, JR., MD
President